Abstract

The importance of my thesis to obtain a master's degree which entitled *(polysemy functional formulas morphological study applied to the Court of enthusiasm for Abu Tamnam)* from being a lesson recently when a kind of wit and novelty, as they can to prepare one of the tributaries that supply the Arab library perception about the most important trends of Arab researchers to study Arab exchange in the modern era. The research found in this topic is that there are three directions for researchers modern Arabs to study the exchange the old Arab, represent trends first in the studies morphological was facilitative teaching, and have had two dimensions, one educational and the other theoretical, and during the work that the rules governing the word Arab was about my idea of lightness, and gravity, and that whenever the formula was mild in speech are many, and then morphological brightness abounded. The research found that the Office of enthusiasm for Abu Tamnam was plenty of material to address the theory, where there were many meanings it significantly.

The research focused on the scientific study of the morphological system of Arabic in the light of modern linguistics, or what might be called *(linguistic)*.

Which dealt with the Arab researchers morphological old Arab system in light of the exchange:

A - descriptive method: note that the approach to the ancient Arab grammarians and descriptive then began to turn slowly unlike the standard approach to the West, which was purely historical.

B - the data of modern phonology.

In light of these two facts drove off to find explanations and explanations of modern Arab reported that the exchange of mail and computer data phonology and modern development in the present era, the Arab Frbttoh morphological system.

According to research they may Erhqgua system morphological Arab introducing the concept of the section that you dragged to the interpretations of a modern system of morphological Arab, and that most of them may get out of the exchange-Arab a lot of themes based on the concept of voice then issues a voice purely, while we find some of them promise Topics morphological audio like good Baccouche in the book *(drainage Arab through the science of sounds modern)* and Abdel-Sabour Shahin in *(curriculum voice to the structure of Arabic)* and Dsirh Sagal in her book *(exchange and phonology)*, and they made a mistake in introducing the concept of Almorvim *(distinctive)* to exchange the Arab that Western concept does not suitable for adoption by the Arabic wording that the measurement and derivation to the use of adhesives unlike European languages which are limited to affixing to build vocabulary.
However, what deserves to be mentioned that these researchers did not do in their studies of the modern vacuum to come to us regardless of language or some creative or innovative language of the Arabs, as did the early grammarians, but their perceptions of the built heritage is not sober scientific disputes that, Mmar.

The research studied the formulas of the three naked women with morphological, and Almazidh letter, and two characters, and three. He has worked Survey Find the meanings of these formulas through the Office of the annotations enthusiasm, and various dictionaries of the Arabic language.

It also sought to emphasize the importance of the linkage between what the ancients taught, and reached by the Modern, and that the change is far from the studies is to change the disabled veterans.

Use the Search in the study terms such as the Western concept of Almorvim on the Arabic language, to confirm the validity of the Arabic language study at various levels, in different ages. And Arabic. In the end, recommending the need for research to draw attention to study morphology, and applied to various texts, ranging from the Koran through Baldoawin poetry, to continue with the ancient narrators in their understanding of the laws.